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Eastern Conference preview: One burning question for each team  

By Andrew Snyder 

Atlanta Hawks: Replacing Carroll 

After a dream season a year ago, many (including yours truly) are picking the Hawks for a major 

regression this year. Part of the reason is the loss of Carroll to the Toronto Raptors. Because Atlanta only 

had Carroll’s Early Bird rights, matching the four-year, $58 million offer that enticed him north of the 

border would have proved difficult, and the Hawks did well to recover by getting Tiago Splitter for 

nothing. 

On the other hand, the Hawks now have no one on the roster with an established record of two-way 

play on the wing to start next to Kyle Korver. Thabo Sefolosha was well-rated by plus-minus metrics last 

year, but he has never shown the ability to hold up offensively as a regular starter, is now 31 years old, 

and comes off a severe injury after that regrettable incident last spring with the NYPD. 

Atlanta traded the 19th pick (after a trade down from 15) for Tim Hardaway, Jr., but the same numbers 

that loved Sefolosha exposed Hardaway as one of the worst wings in basketball a year ago. 

Justin Holiday flashed a nice standstill jumper and some defensive potential with the Warriors last year, 

but he can’t dribble and signed for a near-minimum deal for a reason. 

Dennis Schroder did well guarding Bradley Beal in the playoffs and could play alongside Jeff Teague at 

shooting guard, but he is too slight to defender larger guards, not to mention scoring threats at small 

forward. 

With Korver, 34, coming off a major injury himself, the Hawks need at least two of these players to 

establish themselves as quality options on the wing, especially on the defensive end. 

Boston Celtics: Frontcourt rotation? 

With the signing of Amir Johnson, re-signing of Jonas Jerebko, and trade for David Lee, the Celtics now 

have six established NBA options on the block. Throw in the possibility of going small with Jae 

Crowder—a rugged former college power forward—at the forward, and the frontcourt looks like a total 

logjam. Johnson provides the best rim-protection, Kelly Olynyk delivers the touch from beyond the arc, 

and Tyler Zeller has a nice touch around the rim. 

Lee might be the best pick-and-roll player of the bunch, while Jonas Jerebko offers a stretch option and 

the most defensive mobility. Jared Sullinger may end up the odd man out due to his limitations on the 

defensive side. With all of these options, it is surprising that Boston opted to trade for Lee. It is still 

unclear if Lee can provide an upgrade, and they need to make second contract decisions on Zeller, 

Sullinger, and Olynyk in the next two years. 

Brad Stevens can try a lot of permutations, but he is really going to have to mix and match to get the 

most of this group, with Johnson and Jerebko as the only average or above defenders of the group. 

Brooklyn Nets: Bench options? 


